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Introduction
At Europeana, data quality enhancement is most of the time a matter of subtle changes
aligning data to match specific quality standards, or improving it by richer mappings
(richer metadata fields to support advanced information needs and discovery features).
The focus of this task is to normalize existing metadata values to match patterns that
will enable the Europeana automatic semantic enrichment, and to implement more
systematically controlled vocabularies resources available as Linked Open Data. Thanks
to this strategy, not only do the records from cultural heritage institutions get enriched
with additional and semantically richer metadata, but they are also being connected to a
wider network of knowledge and content.
Even if metadata improvements are not always obvious on a result page in the
Europeana Collections portal, they nevertheless have a strong impact on search and
overall findability. Data quality is critical to support users focused discovery scenarios1,
and strategy to improve it should be considered de facto by any cultural institutions, as a
leverage to reach a wider audience.
This report, based on the Universitätsbibliothek Heidelberg study case, was therefore
designed to highlight such improvements. We focused our work on this specific provider
with the hope for improving its collections thanks to IIIF metadata, since it had
implemented IIIF features on its side. We based our investigation on METS records, a
very rich format in this case. In addition to finding the core elements for implementing
IIIF metadata, we eventually discovered an amazing source of information from which
improving the overall metadata. We ended up developing extended EDM records,
embedded with IIIF compliant resources and refined metadata.
The metadata mapping improvements that have been addressed are :
-

Implementation of IIIF specific fields and classes ;
Normalization of mandatory or important fields (dc:date, dc:type, dc:subject
and related skos:Concept) ;
Implementation of new fields (dc:description, dcterms:spatial) ;
Normalization of creator and contributor fields (dc:creator/dc:contributor and
edm:Agent) ;
Implementation of hierarchical relationships.

1

Most of Europeana users rely on the search functionality, and 59% of them use extra filtering options to refine their
search. More than half of the users search items based on specific geographical location. (Source: Europeana Collections
Online Survey, April 2016)
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Note
We deliberately excluded screenshots of the METS records, as they could reach an
output length of 180 pages for some of our examples. However, we included links to
these resources and additional ones in the Appendix section.

Glossary
Raw file

Refers to the data directly received or harvested from an institution.
This is the data in its most original and untouched shape.

Transformed
file (EDM)

Refers to the data after its conversion to EDM based on an XSLT
transformation. At this stage, no enrichment has been applied.

Published
record

The record as it is displayed in the Europeana platform. Refers to the
final data, resulting from its process through the Europeana
Semantic Enrichment and the Hierarchical Object plugin.
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IIIF implementation

Study case : /07931/diglit_zantani1548
Highlights
Everything started from the Universitätsbibliothek Heidelberg implementing IIIF visualisation
features into their own website. On the other hand, they would expose ESE records lacking of IIIF
compliant metadata (e.g. JSON manifest/resources/services URIs), or either no reusable data for
retrieving these IIIF components. Indeed, in order to implement it from scratch, one needs data
elements from which specific IDs can be e
 xtracted. Such data can however be found in the
METS records. In this case, these IDs were first used to reconstruct the URL of the 1st picture
exposed by the IIIF service and map it both as an edm:WebResource and as the mandatory
element edm:isShownBy, for each record:

Figure 1 : highlight of the most critical data for implementing IIIF, from the METS record
(see Appendix for a link to this file)

And from these IDs and newly reconstructed URLs, it is also possible to add the connected
WebResource, which will eventually be described with its dependencies to the (both
reconstructed) IIIF JSON manifest and IIIF Service URLs, the latter being also represented as a
separate class.
Once these IIIF elements are embedded in EDM records, the automatic display of the newly
retrieved main representation (i.e. edm:isShownBy) triggers the Europeana IIIF Viewer, which
itself fetches the next images of the cultural object from the related Service and JSON Manifest.
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Raw files
ESE (formerly ingested data)

Figure 2 : commented export of the ESE file related to this record
(see Appendix for a link to this file)
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Transformed files (EDM)
From ESE (former Europeana record)

Figure 3 : commented export of the transformed file (ESE to EDM) related to this record
(see Appendix for a link to this file)
7

From METS (current Europeana record)

Figure 4 : commented export of the transformed file (METS to EDM) related to this record
(see Appendix for a link to this file)
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Published records
From ESE (former Europeana record)

From METS (current Europeana record)

Figure 5 & 6: commented screenshots of the related pages in Europeana (see Appendix for a link to the latter
resource, the former being now unavailable/updated with the data improvement)
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General normalization & additional fields
Study case : /07931/diglit_zantani1548
Highlights

For this section, most of the work was based on mapping clear and separate instances for
important or mandatory fields such as dcterms:created, dc:type, dc:subject (and related
skos:Concept), and to implement new fields such as dc:description and dcterms:spatial.
Mapping dc:subject with separate instances
For this specific field, we previously received metadata records in which multiple values for a
given field were mapped in only one instance of this field, such as :

Figure 7 : screenshot of an export of the ESE file related to this record (see Appendix for a link to this file)

Having single strings introduced in a single metadata field with separators prevents the
Europeana automatic semantic enrichment from detecting the appropriate string and enriching
the record based on the matching string.
Normalizing dc:date into dcterms:created ; Optimizing dc:type
We restructured the temporal data by using the more specific field dcterms:created, and we
populated it from more relevant and consistent data. Same approach was followed for dc:type,
which took benefit from stricter mapping conditions.
Expanding metadata in both quality and range brought us to perform specific refinements such
as :
●

Normalization of existing field values
○ Fetching more standardized temporal fields and mapping them to
dcterms:created instead of dc:date ;
○ Mapping dc:type with more specific conditions (e.g. rejecting ‘Monograph’, an
over broad term) ;
○ Mapping dc:subject with separate instances, either with :
- If GND entities URIs2 are available in the original records, resources
populated with these URIs (and creating the related skos:Concept
instances, connected to one another by their respective attributes
@rdf:resource and @rdf:about) ;

2

The Integrated Authority File (German: Gemeinsame Normdatei, also known as: Universal Authority File) or GND is an
international authority file for the organisation of personal names, subject headings and corporate bodies from
catalogues. The GND is managed by the German National Library in cooperation with various regional library networks in
German-speaking Europe and other partners (source: Wikipedia).
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●

If no GND entities URIs are available, literals with related @lang
attributes ;

Creating new field values
○ Including a new dc:description field with related @lang attribute ;
○ Creating a 2nd ad-hoc dc:description, populated with a concatenated string
made out of physical location information ;
○ Including a new dcterms:spatial field.

The idea behind this extension of the metadata records is to have either normalised literals
that can be automatically enriched by Europeana, or URIs from a controlled vocabulary.
These improvements3 increase the degree of multilinguality of these records and their findability
in Europeana Collections by removing a level of ambiguity.

3

For further details, see http://pro.europeana.eu/page/europeana-semantic-enrichment
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Raw files
ESE (old data)

Figure 8 : commented export of the ESE file related to this record
(see Appendix for a link to this file)
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Transformed files (EDM)
From ESE (former Europeana record)

Figure 9 : commented export of the transformed file (ESE to EDM) related to this record
(see Appendix for a link to this file)
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From METS (current Europeana record)

Figure 10 : commented export of the transformed file (METS to EDM) related to this record
(see Appendix for a link to this file)
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Published records
From ESE (former Europeana record)

Figure 11 : commented screenshot of the related page in Europeana
(now unavailable, as the page was updated with the data improvement)
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From METS (current Europeana record)

Figure 12 : commented screenshot of the related page in Europeana (see Appendix for a link to this resource)
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Creators and contributors normalization
Study case : /07931/diglit_kieser1664
Highlights
Value normalisation and sharper mapping
This section is rather similar to the section General normalization & additional fields, as the
described work mainly consisted here in mapping clear and separate instances for the agent
related fields dc:creator and dc:contributor. Indeed, for these specific fields, we previously
received metadata in which multiple values for a given field were mapped altogether in only one
instance:

Figure 13 : screenshot of an export of the ESE file related to this record (see Appendix for a link to this file)

Comparing these values with what was available in the MODS files, we noticed that not only
individual instances (e.g. agents) were merged together in one unique field (with [Hrsg.]
trails), but the distinction between creators and contributors was also lost in the process :

Figure 14 : commented screenshot of an export of the METS file related to this record
(see Appendix for a link to this file)
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An intermediary fixed value mapping based on http://loc.gov/marc/relators/relacode.html was
therefore performed to normalize these Marc Relator codes to their literal value. These codes
were also used as filtering conditions to differentiate creators (code = ‘aut’, for ‘author’) from
other contributors (e.g. above data, where code = ‘edt’, for ‘editor’).

Figure 15 : commented screenshot of an export of the fixed value mapping implemented in the XSLT used to
transform the METS files to EDM
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Raw files
ESE (old data)

Figure 16 : commented export of the ESE file related to this record
(see Appendix for a link to this file)
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Transformed files (EDM)
From ESE (former Europeana record)

Figure 17 : commented export of the transformed file (ESE to EDM) related to this record
(see Appendix for a link to this file)
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From METS (current Europeana record)
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Figure 18 : commented export of the transformed file (METS to EDM) related to this record
(see Appendix for a link to this file)
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Published records
From ESE (former Europeana record)

Figure 19 : commented screenshot of the related page in Europeana
(now unavailable, as the page was updated with the data improvement)
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From METS (current Europeana record)

Figure 20 : commented screenshot of the related page in Europeana (see Appendix for a link to this resource)
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Hierarchies implementation
Retrieval of hierarchical structure, disambiguation of children
objects
Study case : /07931/diglit_zaak (parent record)
/07931/diglit_zaak1913 (child record)
Highlights
Through sampling combined with the explanations provided by Barth Jochen from the
Universitätsbibliothek Heidelberg, we performed a complete rework of the hierarchical data
previously sent, for all the records defined as part of volumes of journals.
Classic normalization
Original hierarchical references were represented with literals (simple strings). By definition,
these values are not compatible with Europeana's Hierarchical Object plugin, which only benefits
from proper RDF resources i.e. links to other records in the Europeana triplestore. Therefore, these
fields will be left somehow untouched by the plugin and will be displayed only as searchable
literals on the record page. We refined the mapping of the originally included hierarchical fields
(dcterms:hasPart, dcterms:isPartOf) in order to include more specific references and related lang
attributes.
Retrieving the relevant hierarchical data
The hierarchical connections between records are present within the METS records, and can be
fetched depending of the presence and order of specific fields within the data. It is indeed
possible to infer if the considered record is included as a sub-element within a bigger ensemble
(e.g. a “journal” record can be part of a “volume of journals”), or if it is itself composed of several
children record. Once these conditions are proven, the relevant resources were then mapped as
rdf:resource attributes within dcterms:isPartOf (bottom-up relations) or dcterms:hasPart
fields (top-down relations).
Relying on this new data, the Hierarchical Object plugin can implement these hierarchical
relationships in the Europeana’s database. These relationships can then be displayed in a
dedicated widget on each record page, empowering users with another mean of browsing
Europeana’s collections.
Disambiguating records thanks to refined titles
For this subcategory of volumes of journals, record titles would be basically identical between
parent and children record. In order to avoid such duplications, we simply concatenated (only for
the affected children record) a separating string ‘, ’ and the corresponding year.
From a user perspective, this simple trick automatically disambiguates the record within
Europeana search results, by giving each one of them a unique title.
Finally, we refined this title field a little further, without any record distinction, by implementing a
lang attribute populated with a specific language value from the same record.
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Raw files
ESE (old data, Parent record)

Figure 21 : commented export of the ESE file related to this record
(see Appendix for a link to this file)
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ESE (old data, Child record)

Figure 22 : commented export of the ESE file related to this record
(see Appendix for a link to this file)
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Transformed files (EDM, child & parent record)
From ESE (former Europeana parent record)

Figure 23 : commented export of the transformed file (ESE to EDM) related to this record
(see Appendix for a link to this file)
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From ESE (former Europeana child record)

Figure 24 : commented export of the transformed file (ESE to EDM) related to this record
(see Appendix for a link to this file)
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From METS (current Europeana parent record)

Figure 25 : commented export of the transformed file (METS to EDM) related to this record
(see Appendix for a link to this file)
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From METS (current Europeana child record)

Figure 26 : commented export of the transformed file (METS to EDM) related to this record
(see Appendix for a link to this file)
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Published records
From METS (current Europeana parent record)

Figure 27 : commented screenshot of the related page in Europeana (see Appendix for a link to this resource)
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From METS (current Europeana child record)

Figure 28 : commented screenshot of the related page in Europeana (see Appendix for a link to this resource)
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Conclusion
Improving data quality is an ongoing process and one of the focus points at
Europeana. Further work is being done on the Heidelberg case to refine the metadata
and representation of information, and adding additional fields from the source data.
One of the issues that is already resolved, for instance, is a problematic enrichment
for "Salem, Germany"4 which has a big impact since a considerable part of the
Heidelberg datasets consist of material that has been produced in this location.
Further work is being done on various metadata fields, with positive preliminary
results. After a new analysis of the metadata from a book historical perspective, some
recommendations have been made with regards to picking extra metadata fields with
meaningful information and refining existing fields. Examples of the work being
carried out is the extraction of the table of contents and the scientific description of
the cultural object, refining representation of the dates, and refining dc:type and
dc:subject with more unique values for further improved findability.

Every instance of Salem in the Europeana portal, regardless of further location details, was
enriched with (among others) locations in Germany, Sweden, Spain, and the province of Valencia.
Salem, Massachusetts was never included in this list. In the case of Heidelberg, only the
enrichment for Salem, a town in Germany, is desired.
4
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Appendix
NB : Besides the original ESE and METS (XML) records, you’ll find here the final JSON-LD
records. These files are extended version of the transformed EDM (XML) records presented
earlier in this document, and are embedded with a lot more data being added after the
records get processed through the Europeana Semantic enrichment workflow and the
Hierarchical Object plugin.

Record

ESE

METS

Europeana
JSON-LD

Final
display

IIIF
implementation

http://diglit.ub.uni-h
eidelberg.de/cgi-bin
/digioai.cgi?verb=Ge
tRecord&identifier=
digi.ub.uni-heidelbe
rg.de:1063&metada
taPrefix=ese

http://digi.ub.un
i-heidelberg.de/
diglit/zantani15
48/mets

http://www.europea
na.eu/portal/en/rec
ord/07931/diglit_zan
tani1548.json

http://www.europe
ana.eu/portal/en/r
ecord/07931/diglit_
zantani1548.htm

General
normalization &
additional fields

http://diglit.ub.uni-h
eidelberg.de/cgi-bin
/digioai.cgi?verb=Ge
tRecord&identifier=
digi.ub.uni-heidelbe
rg.de:1063&metada
taPrefix=ese

http://digi.ub.un
i-heidelberg.de/
diglit/zantani15
48/mets

http://www.europea
na.eu/portal/en/rec
ord/07931/diglit_zan
tani1548.json

http://www.europe
ana.eu/portal/en/r
ecord/07931/diglit_
zantani1548.html

Creators /
Contributors
normalization

http://diglit.ub.uni-h
eidelberg.de/cgi-bin
/digioai.cgi?verb=Ge
tRecord&identifier=
digi.ub.uni-heidelbe
rg.de:19477&metad
ataPrefix=ese

http://digi.ub.un
i-heidelberg.de/
diglit/kieser166
4/mets

http://www.europea
na.eu/portal/en/rec
ord/07931/diglit_kie
ser1664.json

http://www.europe
ana.eu/portal/en/r
ecord/07931/diglit_
kieser1664.html

Hierarchies
implementation

http://diglit.ub.uni-h http://digi.ub.un http://www.europea
eidelberg.de/cgi-bin i-heidelberg.de/ na.eu/portal/en/rec
/digioai.cgi?verb=Ge diglit/zaak/mets ord/07931/diglit_zaa
tRecord&identifier=
k.json
digi.ub.uni-heidelbe
rg.de:3533&metada
taPrefix=ese

http://www.europe
ana.eu/portal/en/r
ecord/07931/diglit_
zaak.html

http://diglit.ub.uni-h
eidelberg.de/cgi-bin
/digioai.cgi?verb=Ge
tRecord&identifier=
digi.ub.uni-heidelbe
rg.de:3587&metada
taPrefix=ese

http://www.europe
ana.eu/portal/en/r
ecord/07931/diglit_
zaak1913.html

Parent record

Hierarchies
implementation
Child record

http://digi.ub.un
i-heidelberg.de/
diglit/zaak1913/
mets

http://www.europea
na.eu/portal/en/rec
ord/07931/diglit_zaa
k1913.json
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